Contacts between the factor TUF and RPG sequences.
The yeast TUF factor binds specifically to RPG-like sequences involved in multiple functions at enhancers, silencers, and telomeres. We have characterized the interaction of TUF with its optimal binding sequence, rpg-1 (1-ACACCCATACATTT-14), using a gel DNA-binding assay in combination with methylation protection and mutagenesis experiments. As many as 10 base pairs appear to be engaged in factor binding. Analysis of a collection of 30 different RPG mutants demonstrated the importance of 8 base pairs at position 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, and 12 and the critical role of the central GC pair at position 5. Methylation protection data on four different natural sites confirmed a close contact at positions 4, 5, 6, and 10 and suggested additional contacts at base pairs 8, 12, and 13. The derived consensus sequence was RCAAYCCRYNCAYY. A quantitative band shift analysis was used to determine the equilibrium dissociation constant for the complex of TUF and its optimal binding site rpg-1. The specific dissociation constant (K8) was found to be 1.3 x 10(-11) M. The comparison of the K8 value with the dissociation constant obtained for nonspecific DNA sites (Kn8 = 8.7 x 10(-6) M) shows the high binding selectivity of TUF for its specific RPG target.